
Mivv Delta Race Black Stainless
Steel Exhaust Slip On Honda
CB500X
H.084.LDRB
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹65,300.00
Categories: Exhausts

Product Description

Mivv Delta Race Black Inox Exhaust

H.084.LDRB Material : BLACK INOX CARBON CAP Made to improve the bike's aesthetics, sound
and performance, the Mivv slip-on exhaust comes from the utmost attention to design, with the
aim of satisfying those who want to stand out, even through the look of their bike. The DELTA
RACE exhaust is characterized by an exclusive shape which, through a gradual transformation,
from conical to hexagonal. There are many details that make its style unique, such as the 3K
twill carbon end cap; the perimeter band with double riveting; the input bushing machined from
solid, to offer maximum coupling precision. The characteristic Mivv logo created by laser is
present on the terminal. It is characterized by a central body in black stainless steel with a
"Black Moon" effect, obtained thanks to a special ceramic-based painting process which gives
the product a more aggressive look.

Mivv Delta Race Stainless Steel
Carbon Cap Exhaust Slip On
Honda CB500X
H.084.LDRX
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹59,000.00
Categories: Exhausts
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Product Description

Mivv Delta Race Stainless Steel Carbon Exhaust

H.084.LDRX Material : INOX CARBON CAP Made to improve the bike's aesthetics, sound and
performance, the Mivv slip-on exhaust comes from the utmost attention to design, with the aim
of satisfying those who want to stand out, even through the look of their bike. The DELTA RACE
exhaust is characterized by an exclusive shape which, through a gradual transformation, from
conical to hexagonal. There are many details that make its style unique, such as the 3K twill
carbon end cap; the perimeter band with double riveting; the input bushing machined from
solid, to offer maximum coupling precision. The characteristic Mivv logo created by laser is
present on the terminal. It features a brushed stainless steel body with a "pearl" effect,
obtained thanks to a special finishing process that gives the product an inimitable look.

Mivv GP Pro Black Steel Exhaust
Slip On Honda CB500X
H.084.LXBP
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹44,000.00
Categories: Exhausts

Product Description

Mivv GP Pro Black Steel Exhaust

H.084.LXBP
Material: STEEL BLACK

Made to improve the aesthetics, sound and performance of the bike, the slip-on Mivv exhaust
system is born from the utmost attention to design, with the aim of satisfying those who want
to stand out, even through the look of their bike. GP PRO shows a semi-artisan TIG welding, a
compact and essential design and an aggressive sound. Inspired by the world of racing, the
exhaust pipe is fitted with a removable protective grille that hides the dB-killer. On the terminal
there is the characteristic Mivv logo realized by laser. It is characterized by a central body in
black stainless steel with a "Black Moon" brushed effect, obtained with a special coloring
process that gives the product a more aggressive look.
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Mivv Oval Carbon End Cap
Exhaust Slip On Honda CB500X
H.084.L3C
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹50,500.00
Categories: Exhausts

Product Description

Mivv Oval Carbon End Cap Exhaust

H.084.L3C

Material : CARBON WITH CARBON CAP
Made to improve the bike's aesthetics, sound and performance, the Mivv slip-on exhaust comes
from the utmost attention to design, with the aim of satisfying those who want to stand out,
even through the look of their bike. The exhausts of the OVAL line adapt perfectly to any type of
motorcycle. The Oval muffler, finished with great attention to detail, represents the best
compromise between design and performance. Characterized by a body and cup in high
thermal resistance carbon, the exhaust has open slots on the cup, a detail that gives the
silencer a sportier design.
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